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Introduction

From the archaeological point ofview, Smiland
is one of the least well known areas in Sweden.

This is specifically true about the inland area.

The number of archaeological excavations that
have been carried out is small in comparison to
central or southern Sweden, and the number of
scholarly works on Smiland is limited. At the
same time, the survey of ancient monuments by
the Central Board ofNationalAntiquities, which
is at present in progress in south Sm5.land, has

shown that the deep forests of Smiland are

extremely rich in ancient monuments. One of
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the scholarly fields that has recently concerned
Smiland has been late Iron Age graves and their
spatial variation. Many of the questions have

been about whether graves can be used to de-
limit specific territories and societies.

Leif Nilsson has studied Iron Age grave-
fields in parts of Varend. Through combina-
tions of different grave types, he is able to show
differences between various areas. From the
presence of oval stone settings and their co-
existence, or not, with rectangular stone set-

tings, Nilsson is able to distinguish different
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Fig. 1. The position ofVdrend, Finnveden and Njudung
in southern Sweden. The broken line marks the medi-

eval border between Sweden and Denmark.

"sub-regions". These sub-regions are seen as a

result ofvarious social groupings (Nilsson 1990).

Some criticism can be levelled against this

method, since it puts oval stone settings, a grave

type present in very large numbers, side by side

with rectangular stone settings, of which there

are far fewer. One can discuss whether rectangu-

lar stone settings, due to their small number, can

be used as a basis for regional delimitation. This
grave rype should perhaps rather be connected

to other phenomena in society.

In his dissertation Arkeologish samhdlls'

augrrinsning (1991), Mats Burstrijm, using the

grave material from Vdrend, Finnveden and

Njudung as source material, tries to trace and

delimit different regional societies during the

Viking Age. The results support a previously

argued opinion, namely, that the grave-fields in
Finnveden are dominated by mounds, while the

cemeteries in Vdrend are distinguished by other

forms of grave (Einerstam 1965). This is shown

by a thorough study ofall registered graves in the

area. The cause of the spatial variation of diflbr-
ent grave types is to be sought in the existence of
different societies. A problem with this work is

the fact that the grave rypes are analysed one by

one. This means that questions concerning the

combination of different grave types are ig-
nored, since the graves are not analysed in a

contextual way.
\Working as an archaeologist in Smiland, I

have frequently had thoughts about late Iron
Age grave-fields, as I have travelled around the

region. These thoughts have mainly concerned

two phenomena. Firstly, the spatial variation of
grave types seems to be more varied and complex

than has previously been stated. Secondly, the

grave material ought to be able to answer more

questions than those regarding spatial variation.

\7ith Burstr<imt and Nilssont work as a

starting-point and inspiration, the grave-fields

in Vdrend, Finnveden and Njudung have once

again been studied (Fig. 1). The aim has been to

see where, and in what combinations, different

grave types appear.'S?hile Burstr<im and Nilsson

are mainly concerned with graves as marking
territorial delimitation, I would like to see the

grave material in a broader persPective, where

other factors than the territorial one are impor-
tant. Graves are perhaps the most complex re-

mains we have to deal with as archaeologists. In
this material survival, human life is summa-
rized. The shaping of the grave must be seen as

a result of a great many different variables, from
religious and ideological conceptions to the

social relations of the deceased. Among these

relations are gender, age and social status. All
these and other concepts are materialized in the

grave, concepts that we as archaeologists have to

interpret (on "grave archaeology" see Chapman

& Randsborg 1981; Bennett 1988; Jennbert
1988; Lagerliif I99l; Andrdn 1993; Jensen &
Hoilund Nielsen 1997 ;KaIiff 1997).The aim of
this article is not to discuss the possibilities or
limitations of grave archaeology. The purpose is

to study the structure of grave rypes in late Iron
Age grave-fields in inland Smiland. Special at-

tention will also be paid to the varied burial
customs that are present in Vdrend, and the

background of these burial customs will be

discussed.

0
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Fig. 2. The grave-fields that are

included in the analysis.
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To start with, the small number of archaeo-
logical excavations in Smiland were mendoned.
The late Iron Age graves that have been exca-

vated were mainly investigated in the late 19th
and early 20th century, when especially cem-
eteries with mounds were excavated in Finnveden
(Palmgren 1875, 7879-81). Apart from that,
single graves in grave-fields have been excavared

in connection with minor development proj ects.

Of the excavated graves, not all are dated to a
more certain degree than "lare Iron Age". This
poses some problems, since some of the grave

types that are analysed are not securely dated. An
example is the oval stone settings in Vdrend. In
spite of the fact that this is the second most
common grave rype in Vdrend, none of them
have a more secure archaeological dating than
"late Iron Age". Due to the small number of
excavated graves, the analysis will have to rely on
the outer shape ofthe graves.

The basis for the study is the register of
ancient monuments by the Central Board of
National Antiquities \fornminnesregistret). For
Vdrend and the Sunnerbo district in Finnveden,
the present lGonoberg Counry the first registra-

tion of ancient monumenrs, from around 1950,
has been used. For the rest ofthe studied area,

the second modern registration from the 1980s
has been used. At present the second registration
is in progress in lGonoberg County, but the
material is not yet available. The different qual-
ity of the registration is a major obstacle, since

the registration of grave-fields in Kronoberg
Counry soon will be altered.

The selection of grave-fields has been made
according to two criteria, the number of graves

and the grave types in the grave-fields (Fig. 2).
\7hen it comes to the number of graves, a limit
of at least 40 graves has been used. This limit is

subjective, but as will be shown later, it means

that about halfofall graves in grave-fields in the
area have been used in rhe study. In some cases,

grave-fields with 35 graves have been included,
in order to prevent too skewed a geographical
distribution of cemeteries. The idea is that vari-
ation in grave types is more easily seen in larger
grave-fields. Larger cemeteries are also domi-
nated by grave types which generally are dated to
the late Iron Age. Small grave-fields can of
course represent a specific social milieu, but
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since the aim is to study variation in burial

customs, the analysis has concentrated on larger

cemeteries.

One problem concerns the terminology that

is used in the registration of ancient monuments

and the difference in peopleb understanding

and use of this terminology. The problem is

pronounced when it comes to the difference

between the terms "mound" and "round stone

setring" (round covered stone settings in grave-

fields). If one compares the descriptions in the

first and second registration of ancient monu-

ments, it is evident that the assessment of differ-
ent grave types has changed over time. There are

examples both of earlier mounds now being

identified as round stone settings, and of the

opposite. These problems with a sometimes

small or non-existent difference between the

term "mound" and the term "round stone set-

ting" raise the question whether it is meaningful

to uphold a distinction between them. Maybe it
would be better to use a common term for these

graves, with the common features being the

round shape and the vaulted form.

Apart from this, there is of course the other

classical criticism of the sources. Here we have

the question of different forms ofdestruction of

graves, for example by agricultural activities,

and the problem with graves not visible above

the ground. It seems to be clear that not every-

body was buried in monuments that still are

visible. How large this group was is difficult to
estimate. These problems exists and are difficult
to evaluate. However, they must be taken into
consideration when evaluating the results.

The dating ofdifferent grave tFpes

Yet another problem when discussing graves in
Smiland is the dating of the different grave

rypes. In Smiland, with its relatively small

number of excavated graves, the difficulties in
dating various grave types are large. This is not
the place to discuss the dating ofgrave types in
detail. fu a basis for the analysis lie the datings

put together by Burstriim (1991, p. 65 table2).

No new results have been obtained to contradict

these datings. Grave rypes from the late Iron Age

in inland Smnland are as follows:

. Round covered stone settings in grave-fields

. Mounds in grave-fields

. Oval stone settings without filling

. Ship-formed stone settin8s

0

Fig. 3. The district-division (sw hiirader) in
the studied area. The district-division is used

as a rough tool for the analysis ofthe distri-
bution of grave-types.
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. Upright stones in combination with mounds
and round stone settings

. Tiicorns in combination with mounds and
round stone settings

Apart from these types, others occur as well, but
in smaller numbers, for example square and
rectangular stone settings. Normally they are

dated to the early Iron Age, but when they occur
in combination with graves dated to the late
Iron Age, it is more likely that they too belong to
this period, at least in Smiland. It is evident that
there are great differences when it comes to the
dating of graves berween various regions. It
should be made clear that little attention is paid
to the dating ofgrave types in this article. Since

the number of archaeologically dated graves in
the area is limited, a thorough discussion of
dating is meaningless. To make the following
discussion possible, one has to allow oneself a

certain lack of criticism of the sources when it
comes to the datings of grave rypes.

The grave-fields in Vd.rend

According to the first registration of ancient
monuments, there are I 81 grave-fields inVdrend
with a total number ofabout 437 5 graves (Lhman
1979, p. 9). Thirty-five grave-fields with late
Iron Age graves have been studied. They mainly
consist of round stone settings, oval stone set-

tings, mounds, tricorns and upright stones. In
Vdrend the total number ofgraves in the studied
grave-fields amounrs to 2493. This means that
more than half of all graves in grave-fields in
Vd.rend have been part of the analysis. The
average size of the cemereries is about 70 graves.

For Vdrend, the distribution of various grave

rypes is shown in table l.
InVdrend, the grave-fields are dominated by

three grave rypes. 80%o of all graves are either
oval stone settings, round stone settings or
mounds. If Varend is divided into in smaller
parts, it is evident that there are differences in
the distribution of graves. This is seen from a

study ofthe grave-fields in the different districts

Thble 1. Different types of graves in the grave-fields in Varend.

249360
2,50/o

165
7o/o

162
60/o

38
1,50/o

5r
2o/o

32
lo/o

736
30o/o
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35o/o
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l5o/o

Total
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Fig. 4. Oval stone settings on a grave-field at Lenhovda (RAA 1S Lenhovda parish)

in Vdrend. This division has nothing to do with
prehistoric conditions; the districts in Vzirend

are probably a medieval phenomenon. The dis-

trict borders cut right through several Iron Age

regions. However, the districts can be used as a

rough tool for showing the distribution of grave

types in various areas.

The old picture that oval stone settings is one

of the predominant grave rypes in Verend dur-
ingthe late IronAge is not quite true. Oval stone

settings clearly dominate in the Uppvidinge

district in north-east Vdrend (Fig.  ). This fact

has been known forsome time (Nilsson 1990, p.

134; Burstr<im 199 1 , pp. 86 ff.) . The only other

district where oval stone settings predominate is

the Konga district in south-east Vdrend. There

are also a small number of square/rectangular

stone settings in the grave-fields in this district.

Their presence has been used to show that this

part ofVerend is a "sub-region' (Nilsson 1990).

If the district division is ignored, the burial
customs in different parts of Vdrend can be

studied in more detail.

In the northern parts the grave-fields are

dominated by either round stone settings or oval

stone settings, while the graves in centralVdrend,

the area around V:ixjci, mainly consist of round
stone settings. In some parishes there is also a

large element of oval stone settings. The western

part of Vdrend, the area west of the lakes Salen

and.Asnen, presents a somewhat different pic-

ture. Most of the graves in this area consist of
round stone settings, followed by upright stones.

Together these two grave tyPes amounts to 85o/o

of the graves in the studied grave-fields in this

area. The large amount of upright stones, one

third of the graves, is characteristic of the west-

ern parts of V?irend. This raises the question of
the dating of these graves. Normally they are

considered to have their chronological centre of
gravity in the early Iron Age, mainly in the

Mdlaren Valley, while in Skine and Blekinge

they are found in grave-fields from the late Iron
Age (Hyenstrand 1984, pp. 69 f.) This grave

type seems to have been used over a long time.

However, it seems that in Vdrend they should be
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Fig. 5. The grave-field "Kinna hcigar" in Finnveden, with around 250 graves, mainlymounds (RAli24, Kinna parish).

dated to the late Iron Age when they appear in
larger grave-fields in combination with mounds,
round stone settings and ship-formed stone

settings. In the Sunnerbo district in Finnveden,

an upright stone has been dated to the Vking
Age (Anderbjark 1949).

To conclude, burial customs in Vd.rend dur-
ing the studied period are mainly characterized

by variation in the outer forms. All in all, the
majority of the people buried in visible graves in
Vdrend were buried in either round or oval stone
settings, or in mounds. In eastern Vdrend oval
stone settings predominate. In western Verend
there is a considerable number ofupright stones,

although about half of the graves were round
stone settings. This was also the case in northern
Verend. In central Vdrend almost two-thirds of
the graves were round stone settings.

The largest grave-fields in Vdrend are found
in the Uppvidinge district, and are thereby
dominated by oval stone settings. According to
Burstrcim, large grave-fields may indicate local
centres and hence also the presence of a local

dlite. Burstrcim (1991, p. 145) suggesrs that the
persons buried in oval stone settings were mem-
bers or followers of this dlite. Given that oval
stone settings mainly are present in limited parts
of Vdrend, this interpretation seems less likely.
For example, 80% of the graves in Nesby (RAA
30 Dedesj<i parish total of approx. 225 graves),

are oval stone settings. It does not seem likely
that the large group ofpersons buried in these

graves all manifested contact with or participa-
tion in an dlite.

The grave-fields in Finnveden

That mounds are the characteristic grave type in
Finnveden during late Iron Age is no secret. The
number of graves and grave-fields in Finnveden is

higher than in Vdrend and Njudung. Generally
speaking, the cemeteries are also larger. The ma-
jority of the graves are mounds (Fig. 5). In many
cases they account for more than 90%. In
Finnveden the total number of grave-fields is 465,

of which 299 can be dated to the late Iron Age
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Table 2. Different types of graves in the grave-fields in Finnveden.

(Berglund I 98 3 ; Tagesson 1 9 83 ; Helander I 9 86).

In Finnveden, 65 grave-fields have been stud-
ied,29 from the Sunnerbo district,2l from the

Ostbo district and 15 from the Vdstbo district.
This means that" 22o/o of all late Iron Age grave-

fields in Finnveden are included in the analysis.

Since the largest cemeteries are used, the number

of graves in these 65 grave-fi,elds probably
amounts to about half of all graves from the

period. The number of mounds in the 55 grave-

fields is around half of the almost 7000 mounds

given as the total number of mounds in
Finnveden (Burstrcim 1991, p. 145). Since the

number of cemeteries is smaller in Ostbo and

Vdstbo, data from grave-fields with 35 graves

have also been included in the analysis, in order
to make the geographical distribution less

skewed. The total number of graves in the 65

grave-fields is 4344. The average size of the

grave-fi elds is about 67 graves. The various grave

types in these grave-fields are shown in table 2.

The table shows, as expected, that mounds
are the most common grave rype. More than
80% of all graves are mounds, However, there

are some minoq but interesting, differences

bervr.een various parts of Finnveden. Mounds

dominate in all three districts, but their share

varies from 92o/o in Sunnerbo, rc 680/o in Ostbo,
where there is a considerable amount of round
stone settings. In grave-fields in the eastern parts

of Ostbo, round stone settings predominate
with a share of more than 507o (Fig. 6). The

grave-fields in this part of Finnveden resemble

the cemeteries in Njudung. The view of
Finnveden as an area completely dominated by
mounds must be modulated. The pure "mound-

fields", with more than 90o/o mounds, mainly
characterize Sunnerbo and Vdstbo, while parts

of Ostbo have a more equal distribution be-

rween mounds and round stone settings, just as

in Njudung. Something else that should be

noted is the concentration of oval mounds in
Sunnerbo.

The grave-fields in Njudung

In Njudung, 32 grave-fields have been analysed,

13 in the Ostra district and 19 in the Vdstra

district. Totally, there are 2737 graves in the 32

grave-fields, which gives an average of85 graves

per grave-field. The largest cemeteryin Smiland,
at Byestad, east of Vetlanda, consists of about

325 graves.The different grave rypes in Njudung
are shown in table 3.

The table shows that the grave-fields are

totally dominated by round stone settings and

mounds. Together these rwo grave rypes amount
to over 90o/o of all graves. If an alternative

definition of grave, "round vaulted grave", is

used, then the burial customs in Njudung seem

to be as homogeneous as in Finnveden. It is

interesting that the burial customs in parts of
Ostbo in Finnveden, close to Njudung, resem-

ble the burial customs in this region.
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Table 3. Different types of graves in the grave-fields in Njudung.

The study has shown that an analysis of the

distribution ofgrave types based on grave-fields

gives a somewhat diffbrent result compared to a
study based on the distribution of the single

grave type. The result is summarized in fig. 6. In
Vdrend one can suspect the presence ofvarious
ideas and perceptions in different areas as to how

a burial should be made. These ideas and per-
ceptions were different from those prevailing in
Finnveden and Njudung. \When the present

terms mound and round stone setting are re-

garded as being in principle the same type of
grave, a round vaulted grave, the burial customs

in these areas are homogeneous.

o Grave-field with > 50 oZ romd stone settings
e Grave-field with > 50 0/o oval stone settings
I Grave-field without dominating grave-type

r Grave-field with > 50 oZ mounds
o Grave-field with 50 oZ momds. 50 0/o round stone settins.s
I Crrave-field with > 50 o/o upright stones

40 50kn

Fig. 6. The distribution of grave-fields dominated by different grave-types.
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Burial customs in Vdrend -
variation as theme
The picture of the burial customs in Vd.rend

which has been presented is complex. The late

Iron Age grave-fields in Vdrend are not charac-

terized by oval stone settings; these are only
typical ofthe east, especially the north-eastern
parts. A striking amount of upright stones dis-

tinguishes western Vdrend, while round stone

settings predominate in central Vdrend. But
what is most characteristic is the variation in
grave types. Variation is more likely to distin-
guish the rypical burial customs in Vdrend dur-
ing the late Iron Age. \fhat, then, is this a

reflection oQ

Graues as a territorial reflection

Even though variation in forms is rypical of the

grave-fields in Vd.rend, it is evident that some

types seem to be more or less tied to different
areas. In accordance with this, the different
grave rypes could be seen as representing the

following areas: oval stone settings in the east, a

mixture in the middle and round stone settings

and upright stones in the west. Hypothetically,
the various grave rypes are then an expression of
the origin of the deceased, where he or she

originated. Local traditions were responsible for
how a persont grave was constructed. These

traditions were perhaps stronger in a landscape

like Smiland, where the settlements were scat-

tered and more or less separated by vast wood-
lands. This would have caused a certain degree

of isolation, which in turn could have affected

the burial customs in such a way that local

features in some areas were emphasized.

It would, however, be an oversimplificadon
to claim that graves only reflect territorial as-

pects. Several other parameters were probably
involved when the decision was made as to what
rype of grave to use. Looking at some grave-

fields in detail, one can find pure "mound-
fields" of the same character as in Finnveden,

not only in central but also in eastern Vdrend.
These circumstances pose the question whether

burial customs can also be affected by the settle-

ment structufe.

Graue-fields and settlement structure

Just outside Vilxjd there are three grave-fields:

na,A. t 11 at Lilla Fjell in the north, with 86

graves; RAA 46 at Kampen near the town centre

with 51 graves; and a couple of kilometres to the

sourh, at Skir, RAA 19+21 with 89 graves. The
grave-fields at Lilla Fjall and Skir are dominated
by a diversity of grave-forms, such as oval and

round stone settings, mounds, cairns and stone

circles. At Kampen, on the other hand, all the

graves are mounds. The people buried in these

different grave-fields must have had a great deal

in common. They were living in the same area,

probably had the same livelihood and religious

beliefs, yet at Kampen people were only buried
in mounds.

\7e may assume that these grave-fields repre-

sent different settlements. A hypothesis could be

that villages have a more uniform structure than
single farms, not only when it comes to the

division of land and farming, but also when it
comes to internal life and social relations. Vil-
lage formation meant increased cooperation
berween humans, who were tied more closely

together. Compared to a single farm, life in a
village requires that a whole range of matters

should be decided together, mainly in the agri-

cultural sector. In the sameway, it is possible that
burial customs were affected too, by the collec-

tive ideas about what graves should look like and

what they should represent. This would result in
a homogeneous grave-field, like the one at

Kampen. The varied grave-fields could perhaps,

on the other hand, be seen as the result of a

common cemetery for several single farms.

Similar thoughts, that uniform burial cus-

toms are a result of a village structure, have been

presented when it comes to the large grave-fields

with oval stone settings in north-east Vdrend
(Klang 1975, p. 28).If these thoughts are cor-
rect, the grave-fields would then be a mirror of
village formation in progress. -Where it had been

accomplished, the burial customs became more
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standardized; where the single farms dominated,
the varied burial customs continued. The settle-
ments in Vdrend would then consist mainly of
single farms, with some villages, while the settle-

ments in Finnveden and Njudungwerevillages.
Support for this interpretation can to some

extent be found in the fossil arable land. In
north-east Vdrend, the area with most uniform
grave-fields in Vdrend, lies the largest, and so far,

almost only examples of strip fields that have

been found in the province. These strip fields
have been dated to the middle of the Iron Age,

and have been connected to a village formation.
In other parts 

'of 
Vdrend there seems to be no

evidence hitherto that thii rype of fossil arable
land existed (Klang 1980; J<insson 6c Klang
1983; Skoglund 1997). Perhaps the ongoing
registration of ancient monuments will change

this. A problem with this interpretation, how-
ever, is that strip fields so far do not seem to be

common in Finnveden either. Perhaps the rea-

son for the uniform burial customs in Finnveden
is due to other causes than settlement structure.

Graues and kinship

Viking Age sociery is usually characterized as a

society of families and kin-groups. The family
was the basis for everyday life. The head of the
family ruled and controlled the members. One
hypothesis could be that different families/kins
had different burial customs. The importance of
family and kin during the late Iron Age is

difficult to study, however. According to David
Gaunt (1983, pp. I93 ff.), we must assume that
that the Scandinavian people during the Viking
Age, like the people in \(/estern Europe, had a
bilateral system of inheritance. This means that
a person has relatives on both the fathert and the
mothert side. As a result every person has indi-
vidual relatives. A consequence ofthis is that the
emergence of strong family groups is counter-
acted. Against this background, it is far from
clear that the Viking Age should be seen as a

family-based society. The same conclusions are

drawn by Christer 'Winberg in his study of
landowning and kinship (1985). Instead, soci-

ety was based on alliances between different
persons, not families. Most of all, it was impor-
tant to be tied to, and submit to, a magnate who
could guarantee support and protection (Gaunt
1983, pp. 208 ff.).

In view of this, kinship does not seem to be

likely as determining factor for how a burial was

performed. In the archaeological material, it
would also be difficult to distinguish this factor,

as determining, compared to the former, by
which the farm or village was seen as decisive.

Graue8 power and social position
That factors such as sex, age and social status

affected how a burial was performed is evident.
Agneta Bennett (1988) has shown how burials
in the Migration Period in the Miilaren Valley
were adjusted to the sex and social position of
the deceased. For example, there was a tendency
that women were more often buried in round
stone settings, while men were buried in other
forms of stone settings. 'With material from

Jemtland, Mikael Jakobsson (1997) has shown
how graves can be used for studies ofideology
and social identity. In this connection, it must
be underlined that graves first ofall have to be

seen as a religious phenomenon. The grave is a
way for the surviving relatives to take care of the
dead person according to prevailing perceptions
about life and death. The social input of the
graves, for example, grave-goods, the shape of
the grave and so on, are secondary, yet integrated
in this religious dimension (see Lagerlcif 1991).

Despite this, I would argue that it is possible
to use grave material as a way to discuss social
conditions. Grave-goods and other phenomena
are used in a situation where religion, ideology
and social relations are mixed and transformed,
only to be materialized in the grave. The prevail-
ing burial customs seem to be interesting to
study in this context. The population in inland
Smiland, whether in Vdrend, Finnveden or
Njudung, must have been part of the same

religious and ideological superstructure. In the
two latter areas this led to burials in round,
vaulted graves, in Vdrend to burials in a variery
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of graves. Perhaps this difference is due to the

fact that the graves in Vdrend more were used for
social expression. One social aspect of the graves

has already been mentioned, settlement struc-
ture, but other aspects need to be discussed.

Social differences among the dead can be

traced in the shape of the grave as a whole, but
also in its details. To what degree can a grave be

said to reflect superior social status, in its outer
shape or its position in the landscape? To what
degree are grave-goods present and what do they
reflect about status or sex? Questions like this
can be put to graves from the whole of prehis-

tory. \When it comes to Smiland, these questions

are almost impossible to answer, since they
demand thoroughly excavated grave material.
Here a discussion of the social meaning of the

graves has to rely on shape, type, size and posi-

tion in the landscape. This discussion of neces-

sity focuses on graves that diverge from the usual

pattern. As a consequence, these graves can be

said to reflect the position of the dead in the

society.

To see which graves diverge, we must con-
clude which are normal and can be assumed to
represent the "ordinary" population. In Vd.rend,

almost 90%o of the graves on the 35 grave-fields

are either round or oval stone settings, mounds
or raised stones. One or rwo of these rypes also

dominate in different parts of the region, ac-

counting for 70-85%. An assumption that these

graves represent the "ordinary" population is

probable. More interesting are the last l0o/o of
the graves. If we disregard damaged and unde-
cided graves, we are left with a group of about

5o/o of the total number of graves. This group
consists of ship-formed stone settings, tricorns
and square/rectangular stone settings.'!7hen
these grave types appeat it is mainly in small

numbers. Their share of a grave-field seldom

rises to over 107o of the total number of graves.

These grave types could then suggest by their
low number that the persons buried in them had

a special position in society.

Ship-formed stone settings are mainly present

in western and southern Vdrend. Here we have

a problem with the registration of this rype of
grave. tVhere do we draw the line between a
ship-formed and an oval stone setting? They
have the same shape. This problem is the same

as the difficulry of distinguishing mounds from
round stone settings. \X/hen it comes to oval and

ship-formed stone settings, the former are usu-

ally 4-9 m long, while most of the ship-formed
stone settings are more than 15 m long. Ifwe are

to regard ship-formed stone settings as an "unu-

sual" grave type in Vdrend, this can only be true
about large ships, at least 15 m long. Shorter
ones should be regarded as oval stone settings.

However, ship-formed stone settings and oval

stone settings have the oval boat-form in com-
mon. The use of this form was widespread

especially in eastern Vdrend, and the oval form
indicates a strong connection between the two
grave types. That the oval form became impor-
tant was probably due to local tradition in
combination with the symbolic value of the

ship.

Ships and ship symbolism are common in
prehistoric graves from different parts of the

prehistory. Ship-formed stone settings occur
during both the Bronze Age and the Iron Age
(Varenius 1992, Artelius 1996). That the sig-

nificance of the ship increased in the late Iron
Age is shown by the presence of boat-graves.

Ships are also a common modf on Gotlandic
picture-stones. In Nordic mythology the ship is

a important and powerful symbol. According to
Anders Andrdn (1993, pp. 43 ff,), the ship can

symbolize a hierarchic, male-dominated society.

Similar thoughts concerning ship-formed stone

settings have been presented by Anne Carlie
regarding northern Scania. The importance of
the ship as a means of transportation for long-

distance trade gave the ship a special meaning.

Even in an inland area like northern Scania, the

symbolism of the ship was strong. Ship-formed
stone settings are often large and monumental,
and in northern Scania they are mainly present in
large grave-fields. Carlie makes the assumption

that there is a connection berween ship-formed
stone settings and the local power-structure
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(Carlie 1994, pp.I82 ff.).
The same discussion could be applied to

Vdrend. Here ship-formed stone serrings occur
in small numbers and tend ro occur in large

grave-fields, for example at the grave-field at
Ingelstad, with its rwo "king-size" mounds (Fig.

7).The use ofthis grave type seems ro have been

restricted. Apart from having a mythological
meaning, the ship in inland areas can also be

seen as a symbol of long-distance communica-
tion. Through communication and trade, pres-

tige goods necessary for the maintenance of
personal alliances and power supporr became

available (Hedeager 1990, pp. 91 ff., Gurevich
1992).The ship turns out to be both a religious
symbol and a symbol for long-distance connec-
tions. The common use of the oval form in
Verend reflects the importance of the ship as a

Fig. 7- The grave-field at Ingelstad with "King Inges" mound. From an outiine of Erik Dahlb erg's" Suecia antiqua
et holdierna", late 17th century.

symbol. The oval srone settings might then
reflect the religious and mythological meaning
ofthe ship. Large ship-formed srone serrings can
perhaps furthermore be seen as graves for local
magnates. The oval form is also present in the
oval mounds that are mainly found in Sunnerbo
in Finnveden. \7hen excavated, they have turned
out to be covered ship-formed stone sertings
(Anderbjdrk 1949).

Tiicorns are mysterious graves, which occa-

sionally lack traces of burials. They are common
in southern Sweden, where they occur during
the whole Iron Age. In the Malaren Valley,

tricorns seem to have been used during the late
Iron Age, mainly in combination with mounds.
In inland Smi.land, tricorns either occur alone
on the border berween Finnveden and Halland,
or in grave-fields (Fig. 8). Thicorns occur more
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Fig. 8. Tiicorn on a grave-field at Lenhovda (RAA 18 Lenhovda parish).

often in cemeteries than in isolation, and they

occur in cemeteries both from the early and the

late Iron Age. In the Mdlaren Valley, tricorns are

found mainly in big grave-fields, often with
large mounds, for example at Ottarshcigen in
Vendel (Hyenstrand 7984, pp. 79 tr.). That
tricorns had a special meaning in the prevailing

social structure is evident. Exactlywhat role they

played is unclear, but just as with the ship-

formed stone settings, it is probable that this

rype of grave was erected over a person with
special functions or status. The fact that they

appear in a small number underlines this inter-
pretation. That tricorns and ship-formed stone

settings normally do not coexist could be be-

cause the persons buried in these graves repre-

sent different spheres in society, with power

being expressed and perhaps exercised in diflbr-
ent ways.

Here it may be appropriate to consider the

question of large "king-size" mounds. Their role

as a symbol of power has long been noticed

(Lindqvist 1936; Burstriim 1988). In Vdrend,

the "Inglinge mound" holds a unique position.

It is mostly forgotten that the grave-field at

Ingelstad has two large mounds, one 35 m and

one 28 m in diameter (Fig. 7). Large mounds are

normally either dated to the Bronze Age, the

Migration Period ortheVikingAge. At Ingelstad

an Iron Age dating is most likely. During the

Bronze Age, Vdrend is one of the areas with the

greatest density of cairns. A couple of kilomeffes

west of Ingelstad lies "Limercir", the largest cairn

in Vdrend, 45 min diameter and 4.5 m high.

The building oflarge mounds during the Bronze

Age in Vdrend does not seem to be likely against

this background. The Ingelstad area aPpears to

be a regional rather than a local centre during the

late Iron Age, with both large mounds and large

ship-formed stone settings.

The small grave-field "Gullhc;garna" (Rfui
402,Dd.desjo parish) is interesting in this con-

nection (Fig. 9). The grave-field consists of 15

mounds, of which six have to be regarded as
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Fig. 9. The large mounds on rhe grave-field "Gullhogarna" (RAA 402 Dedesjl parish).

large, with diameters of 26,22, 78, 17, 16 and
l5 m. Here we seem to have the burial place for
a minor "dynasry". They are the largest mounds
inVdrend, excepr for rhe two mounds at Ingelstad
. Apart from that, the grave-fields consist only of
mounds, in a district, Uppvidinge, where
mounds are otherwise rare. (It musr be men-
tioned, however, that this grave-field originally
was larger, and that the presence ofa stone circle
in the vicinity makes it possible that orher grave
types also existed.) Furthermore, it is situated on
the border between two medieval parishes, Drev
and Eke. Normally late Iron Age grave-fields are

situated in the viciniry of the historical villages.
Perhaps this grave-field is a reminiscence of an
original late Iron Age magnate's estate, later
divided. The Romanesque stone church in Drev
and the farm "Bosgirden" in Eke remind us of
the probable presence of magnate farms in the
Middle Ages.

These examples show, among other things,
that a social dimension prevails behind the

burial customs. \When discussing the outer shape

ofthe graves, as has been done here, a connec-
tion between graves and local power structures
emerges. It is probable that large mounds repre-
sent some form of local dlites, whereas for the
other graves we can only guess; they could
represent anyone from persons connected with
the prestige-goods system to religious or mili-
tary leaders. In many cases these functions were
united in one person. The grave rypes in Veirend
tesdfy that several grave forms, not only large
mounds, can be brought into a discussion of
local power structures.

Variation as theme

Varied burial customs are nothing unique for
Vdrend, however. In the Mdlaren Valley, several

rypes ofgraves occur in the grave-fields from the
eady Iron Age. This state of affairs is replaced by
homogeneous cemeteries with mounds in the
late Iron Age (Hyenstrand 1984, pp.84 ff.). The
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same development can be traced in Finnveden.

The uniform grave-fields in Finnveden and

Njudung have clear parallels in central Sweden.

Also in Mrire in the east, late Iron Age grave-

fields are dominated by mounds and round
stonesettings (Hyenstrand 7984, p. 1 68). Varend

is surrounded to the west, north and east by

areas dominated by uniform round, vaulted

graves, a custom that to some extent has to be

regarded as "Swedish".

Grave-fields similar to those in Vdrend are

on the other hand common in Scania, Halland
and Blekinge. Anne Carlie has shown that the

grave-fields in northern Scania during the late

Iron Age consist of ship-formed stone settings,

stone circles, tricorns and square stone settings

(Carlie 1994, p. 100). In Halland, the grave-

fields consists of a variery of forms: mounds,

stone circles, tricorns, ship-formed stone set-

tings and most of all upright stones (fubman

1954, pp.155 f.). The same types ofgraves occur

in late Iron Age grave-fields in Blekinge
(Stenholm 1986, pp. 4l ff.).

There are thus similarities between grave-

fields in Scania, Halland and Blekinge, which
were to become Danish provinces, and Vdrend.

Several types of graves are common, but what

these areas share most is the variation, with
many grave rypes used side by side. Even if the

oval stone settings are mainly concentrated in
Vdrend, the burial customs in Vdrend cannot be

seen only as a way for the population to manifest

their identity as inhabitants of Vd.rend, as has

been supposed previously (Burstrtim 1991, pp.

I 38 ff.). The burial customs were rather a way to

manifest an identiry in a local communiry based

on southern Scandinavian perceptions of how
burials should be performed. This perhaps casts

new light on Vdrendt role and position in the

Swedish and Danish state-formation process.

Conclusions

This study of I32 grave-fields with about 9500
graves has shown that there may be many expla-

nations for why a person was buried in a specific

grave. In this connection, it must be remem-

bered that it was not the deceased, but his/her

relatives that erected the grave. Even if the

deceased had expressed a wish as to how the

burial should be performed, it was the relatives

that had the decision in their hands. This meant

that it is their image of the dead person that

emerges in the grave.

The discussion has completely relied on the

outer shape of the graves. It has not been possi-

ble to use factors like inner construction and

grave-goods. This both aggravates and simpli-
fies the discussion. At the same time, it was the

outer shape and the position in the landscape

that was the signal to the contem porary society.

They did not have any knowledge either ofwhat
the inner form of the graves was like, other than

as oral tradition. The symbolic meaning of dif-
ferent graves had to be interpreted from their
outer shape, both now and in the past.

The analysis has shown the importance of
studying graves in their context, in the grave-

fields. A study of single grave types gives a

somewhat simplified result. The result of this

study confirms previous studies: oval stone set-

tings occur inVerendand mounds in Finnveden.

But at the same time, the realiry is more compli-
cated. 

'!f'hat has to be emphasized is that the

varied burial customs in Vdrend are something
different from the uniform one in Finnveden

and Njudung. Instead of looking at the wherea-

bouts of single grave rypes, we should see what

rypes ofgraves dominates as awhole andwhether

the burial customs are characterized byvariation
or homogeneiry. The later is evident in Finnveden

and Njudung, where the burials were conducted

in round, vaulted graves, while a variety of
graves were allowed in Vdrend.

A couple ofhypotheses have been discussed

for seeking the reasons behind the burial cus-

toms in Varend. It is evident that there is a
territorial dimension, with local traditions be-

ing very important. 'S?'hat this territorial dimen-

sion represents is not clear, however. At the same
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time, grave-fields with diverging graves, for ex-

ample with only mounds, tell us that settlement
structure may.also have been important. The
suggestion that variery in burial customs reflects
a settlement ofsingle farms, while a more homo-
geneous customs reflects village settlements, is
interesting. Since we do not know a single late
Iron Age settlemenr in Vdrend as yer, rhis mate-
rial cannot tell us anything about what the
settlement looked like. Some graves can be said
to reflect power-structures in Verend. This is
mostly true for large mounds and large ship-
formed stone settings, perhaps also tricorns and
square/rectangular stone settings. That these

graves were erected over persons with special
status is probable, since they diverge in shape

and are present in a small number. Thereby,
three factors together can be suspected to have

influenced burial customs in Vd.rend; local tra-
dition, setdement structure and local power
structures. Family ties and kinship seem to be

less likely as a guide to how a burial should be

performed.
One aspect that not has been discussed is the

religious one, in spite ofthe fact that graves are

also a religious phenomenon. During the late
Iron Age, there seem to have been several al-
ternative views and beliefs about life after death.
The religion that is present in the written sources,

was perhaps mainly a religion for an dlite, and
did not include the beliefs of ordinary people.
According to Anders Kaliffl different groups can
have had different religious beliefs, but a com-
mon religious base (Kaliff 1997,p.21 f.). Varied
burial customs could then be a result of different
religious beliefs. As has been argued earlier,
however, it seems likely that the religion and
ideological superstructure were homogeneous
in the current area, so religious causes cannot
explain the differences in burial customs. It is

very evident, however, that burials during the
late Iron Age, just as before and just as larer on,
were subordinate to several factors: religious,
ideological and social, and also regional.
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